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Today's Show 

 PRESS RELEASE 
NAACP ATTACKS TEA PARTIES & THE FREE AMERICAN 

By Clayton R. Douglas 

I warned my audience that race riots would break out following the release of the movie “Machete”. They did in 

LA! I am telling you now that White Christian Americans are being set up to be the next victims of an unpublicized 

war. This is happening on a number of levels. The Federal Suit filed by Holder against Arizona for trying to control 

illegals, the corporate Prison System and the continued criminalizing of the US population through the Wars on 

Terror and Drugs. Our occupation and attacks on Countries unwilling to become part of this plan of Global 

Government (Banksters) that plans to control all resources, including our food and water. Some of the people and 

Countries involved behind this Communist/Socialist/Fascist Agenda are controlled by Jewish Banksters. Israel spies 

on us daily.  Israeli companies tap our phones for DHS, and strip search our mothers in the airports!  

REMEMBER THE ROSENBERGS? REMEMBER POLLARD? REMEMBER THE USS LIBERTY?  

AIPAC, THE ADL, SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW, THE MOSSAD AND OUR MEDIA ALL HAPPEN TO BE 

RUN BY JEWS WITH A POSSIBLE ALLEGIENCE TO A FOREIGN COUNTRY! 

WE FOUGHT A COLD WAR WITH THE JEWISH/COMMUNIST SOVIET UNION FOR 50 YEARS!  

 WHO WON?   

“Why should they, the Americans, have trusted us? We were a bunch of Russians, socialist Russians.” — 

Isser Harel, former head of Mossad, speaking of the unlikely union between America and the Marxist 

state of Israel! 

THE SECURITY OF OUR COUNTRY COULD LIE HERE! WHY ISN’T ANYONE TALKING ABOUT THIS 

ON MAINSTREAM MEDIA?  YOU SAY I AM A RACIST AND AN ANTI-SEMITE?  

THEN WHY DON’T YOU INTERVIEW ME AND LET YOUR AUDIENCE DECIDE?  

I AM BRINGING THE FREE AMERICAN BACK OUT ON LINE! 

 

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/claydouglas
http://freeamerican.com


 NAACP AND JEWISH CONTROLLED ORGANIZATIONS TRYING TO  

ENFLAME BLACKS, MUSLIMS AND HISPANICS ILLEGALLY IN THE US 

AGAINST THE WHITE, CHRISTIAN MIDDLE CLASS TEA PARTIERS!  

By Clayton R. Douglas 

 A few days ago, while contemplating the direction I wanted to take my career in, I began receiving phone 

calls from strangers asking me if I was Anti-Semitic. They got my name from a story written by a Judy L. Thomas 

in the Kansas City Star.  

 “Three months ago in Kansas City, the NAACP first raised charges of racism within the tea party 

movement. Today a report is being released accusing tea party groups of providing platforms to anti-Semites and 

other bigots.” KCS 

http://www.kansascity.com/2010/10/19/2332666/naacp-releases-report-accusing.html#ixzz13QVimDTy 

  They listed me, along with notables like Larry Pratt of Gun Owners of America.  

 •Clayton Douglas, a former information officer for the New Mexico Militia, is a member of the ResistNet 

tea party. He uses his profile on the ResistNet website to advertise his own “Free American” website, on which he 

promotes anti-Semitism. 

 “These groups and individuals are out there, and we ignore them at our own peril,” said NAACP President 

Benjamin Todd Jealous in a statement announcing the report. “They are speaking at tea party events, recruiting at 

rallies, and in some cases remain in the tea party leadership itself.” 

 The 94-page report is being released by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

in a teleconference today. 

 The report was not just an attack on me or Larry Pratt (hear my interview with Larry Pratt regarding that 

report here! This was an attempt to portray the mostly white, middle aged Tea Partiers as racists as they have tried to 

do to me over the last twenty years for supporting the Militias, The Minute Men, We the People, and exposing the 

problems with unlimited immigration, the fraudulent nature of the Income Tax and the Privately Owned Federal 

Reserve and the Jewish connection to 9-11. 

 It was educators like me, Alex Jones and Bill Cooper, now dead, who sparked and educated a whole new 

generation of concerned, loyal Americans. Ron Paul was a subscriber to the FREE AMERICAN. Oathkeepers 

followed my lead of telling Veterans there was NO Expiration Date on that Oath we took.  Ron Paul and 

Oathkeepers have been attacked and slandered by the ADL and Southern Poverty Law. This report, you will see, 

was taken right from SPLC’s “40 to Watch” put out by SPLC. 

 Tea party leaders condemned the report on Tuesday but “ResistNet” banned me from their website without 

any notification BEFORE getting this, my response.  “Here we go again,” said Judson Phillips, founder of Tea Party 

Nation. “This is typical of this liberal group’s smear tactics.” 

 As a matter of fact, no one from the Media or the Tea Parties have contacted me, interviewed me, or 

questioned the accuracy of these reports. SPLC has made inroads to Homeland Security and they and the ADL have 

been piping their propaganda into the FBI for years, always demonizing American Patriots who try to stand up for 

the Constitution. Nothing has changed except that YOU, by attending a meeting of TEA Party Patriots in a public 

venue are now suffering the same type of scrutiny and harassment that I have been subjected to for 20 years.  

 The report, “Tea Party Nationalism: A Critical Examination of the Tea Party Movement and the Size, 

Scope, and Focus of Its National Factions,” was written by Leonard Zeskind and Devin Burghart of the Kansas City-

based Institute for Research and Education on Human Rights. The story says Zeskind and Burghart examined 

government documents and databases, including court cases, campaign finance reports and corporate filings.  

 “This is the first data-driven report of this type on the tea parties,” Burghart said. “Understanding their 

membership structures was the crucial first step that enabled us to understand the complexity of the tea party 

movement and to be able to specify the role of racists and bigots in the movement.” 

 Judson Phillips refers to them as Liberals. That is the “Safe” term for Communists in these thought 

controlled days. I thought the destruction of Free American Magazine had taken some of the heat off me but these 

“Liberals” got their information from the ADL and SPLC. I was listed on the SPLC’s “40 to Watch”  in 2003. The 

bulk of their appraisal of me is accurate. I did help start the Militia with the Free American Magazine in 1994, but 

they even stooped so low as to criticize my poetry. I did accuse the Zionists of pulling off  9-11 and still believe the 

evidence points at the Mossad and Larry Silverstein far more than any Arabs. I also believe that my “accident” was 

arranged by them using the two Israeli companies that tapped all of our cell phones for the NSA under Bush in April 

of 2004. I also believe the Jews in Hollywood when the brag about their control of our Media.  

 Bear in mind as you read this article, that the ONLY thing I have EVER done is write articles, publish a 

magazine and do a radio show for the last 20 years. I have referred to myself as “The Canary in the Coal Mine” in 

http://www.kansascity.com/2010/10/19/2332666/naacp-releases-report-accusing.html#ixzz13QVimDTy
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/claydouglas/2010/11/03/the-free-american-hour
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/claydouglas/2010/11/03/the-free-american-hour
http://www.whale.to/b/israel_did_911.html
http://www.splcenter.org/get-informed/intelligence-report/browse-all-issues/2003/fall/40-to-watch?page=0,2
http://www.splcenter.org/get-informed/intelligence-report/browse-all-issues/2003/fall/40-to-watch?page=0,2
http://www.whale.to/b/israel_did_911.html
http://freeamerican.com/Images/Tex%20MarrsandZionistControl.htm


the Patriot Movement because I have been very outspoken about the Jewish/Communist influence in the USA. That 

2 percent of our population, with an allegiance to a FOREIGN Country, and have almost total control of our 

banking, media and the profit from our wars is unbelievable to me.  

 Because I have been talking about restoring the Free American as an online magazine and my radio show 

and website are gaining in popularity, they are now trying to destroy any support I might have gotten from the TEA 

Parties and to block me from Main Stream. 

 My only affiliation with the TEA Parties is to have the organizers on my radio shows and attend a few 

events to hear people like Judge Napolitano from FOX News, another Media Outlet under attack for providing 

truthful programming. They pulled this 8 year old report out to use me as part of their attack on the TEA Parties who 

are echoing my feelings and statements on the Federal Reserve and Homeland Security.  They DO NOT WANT 

TEA PARTY MEMBERS to hear the hundreds of guests, authors, politicians and preachers I have on my show. 

 Like the ADL and SPLC, this new organization is feeding propaganda into the Jewish funded and 

controlled NAACP to follow the Communist plan for creating racial strife.    

 In the book A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century, published in 1913 by Israel Cohen of the Fabian 

Society (a follow-up to Zangwill's Melting Pot), he wrote: "We must realize that our Party's most powerful weapon 

is racial tension. By propounding into the consciousness of the dark races, that for centuries have been oppressed 

by the whites, we can mold them to the program of the Communist Party ... In America, we will aim for subtle 

victory.  

 While enflaming the Negro minority against the Whites, we will instill in the Whites a guilt complex for the 

exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise to prominence in every walk of life, in the professions, 

and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negroes will be able to intermarry with the 

Whites, and begin a process which will deliver America to our cause." On June 17, 1957, this passage was read into 

the Congressional Record by Rep. Thomas G. Abernathy.  

 In 1922, the Russian Comintern provided $300,000 for the spreading of communist propaganda among 

Negroes. In 1925, the Communist Party U.S.A. told its members: "The aim of our Party in our work among the 

Negro masses is to create a powerful proletarian movement which will fight and lead the struggle of the Negro race 

against the exploitation and oppression in every form and which will be a militant part of the revolutionary 

movement of the whole American working class ... and connect them with the struggles of national minorities and 

colonial peoples of all the world and thereby the cause of world revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat." 

 Now understand, this new Institute for Research and Education on Human Rights is not just an attack on 

me. They have also listed Larry Pratt because he spoke at various functions that might have had a Klan member in 

attendance.  They did not tell the NAACP members he was the founder of Gun Owners of America and has spoke to 

groups all over the country on a regular basis. Larry is married to a Hispanic and in the twenty years I have known 

him never insulted or denigrated any race or religion.  

 This is a direct attack on the WHITE Americans that are worried, rightfully, about their government and are 

attending and supporting the TEA PARTIES, Here is what the Institute says about them…YOU! 

 The report, “Tea Party Nationalism: A Critical Examination of the Tea Party Movement” says: 

 “I am going to talk briefly about the Tea Party phenomenon and why it is important for all of our branches 

to educate themselves and their communities about this dire threat.  

 The Tea Parties are a little bit like a poison apple--with three layers. At their center is a hard-core group of 

over 220,000 enrolled members of five national factions, and hundreds of thousands more that we have not yet 

counted but are signed up only with their local Tea Parties. At the next level is a larger less defined group of a 

couple of million activists who go to meetings, buy the literature and attend the many local and national protests. 

And finally there are the Tea Party sympathizers. These are people who say they agree with what they believe are 

the Tea Parties' goal. These rank at about 16% to 18% of voters, depending on which organization is doing the 

polling. That would mean somewhere between 17 million and 19 million adult American voters count themselves as 

Tea Party supporters. 

 This is an overwhelmingly white and solidly middle class slice of the population, slightly older and less 

troubled financially than the rest of us. Please, remember this point when some political pundit or the other tells you 

these are economically strapped Americans hitting out at scapegoats. These are not populists of any stripe. These are 

ultra-nationalists (or super patriots) who are defending their special pale-skinned privileges” 

 

 The truth is I was outraged by the way the Press covered Waco as well as the actions of the FBI and BATF 

so I started the Free American. 

 I helped train the Militia in NM at the NRA Gun Range. We had some public meetings. “Wake Up 

America” was a group of the same type of people that are attending the TEA Parties Now. Good Americans 

http://www.modernhistoryproject.org/mhp/EntityDisplay.php?Entity=FabianSoc
http://www.modernhistoryproject.org/mhp/EntityDisplay.php?Entity=FabianSoc
http://www.modernhistoryproject.org/mhp/EntityDisplay.php?Entity=ComPartyUS


believing in our Constitution and Bill of Rights. We knew that the Militia, by US Code, is every able bodied male 

between 19 and 45.  The Free American promoted the speakers and we fill the meeting room with speakers like 

Charlie Duke, State Senator of Colorado.  

 This is what the masthead of the Free American said for the last 20 years. 

  The Free American remains committed to bringing the truth to the American people. We believe that in 

a free society, it is the job of the press to be the watchman of the government. It then falls upon the people, being 

fully informed, to decide what actions they must take to preserve and defend their liberty. 

 The Free American is unabashedly, pro-American. Too many of our ancestors fought and died to protect 

our Constitution, the oldest in the world, to insure that we would retain those liberties spelled out in our Bill of 

Rights.  

 Based on the knowledge we have compiled over the last 15 years of publication, we believe there is a 

verifiable, well documented plan to force Americans into a Global Government, complete with a one world 

banking, a global ID system, an international police force, and a disarmed populous. 

 This is unacceptable to us personally and is incompatible with our Constitution and Bill of Rights. Those 

who advocate such a global system and the dismantling of our Bill of Rights, are either misguided, uninformed 

or, if totally knowledgeable, traitors to this country. We will expose them. 

 The Free American is not affiliated with any political party, religious sect, secret society, cult, club or 

movement. We do not advocate violence but we stress the right of self-defense and the individual’s right to bear 

arms, to be free of intrusive government, to privacy and the pursuit of life, liberty and happiness. 

 

 It is for this and because of the constant harassment and attacks on me SINCE I ceased publication that I 

have decided to bring the Free American back out as a bi-monthly e-zine. The lack of donations and the large 

audience who have been listening free are also factors.  You will still be able to go to http://freeamerican.com and 

hear the show of that day, but the archives and the detailed information and the ability to communicate with me 

personally will be limited to my subscribers.  

 Now because I speak out against the Zionist plan and urge Americans to read the 200 year old plan for 

World Domination by Lucifer called the “Protocols of the Elders of Zion” I have been labelled. We have all heard 

about „Anti-Semitism“, as people who believe that “Jews” are descendant from the old Hebrews and call hostile 

feelings against Khazars “Hate speech”!  So would one believe that a Non Jew could say the Jews had only been 

“created to serve” Non-Jews, that Jews should work for them in the fields, while Non-Jews sit “like an Effendi” by 

their meals, that their life be fundamentally more precious than that of a Jew? That evidence spoke for the possibility 

that Jews might be killed unpunished, that any Non-Jew had a divine right to steal organs from a Jew? No? 

Offensive? Well, as the video of David Duke proves, these probes of hate speech is exactly what some Jews indeed 

think about us. Like me, David is listed in the report. This is a former Congressman from Louisiana who the 

“Institute”, merely another front for the ADL and SPLC who fear that Duke will run for President. Now watch this 

to understand the true feelings of those who would be your Slave Masters. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYBsDwjezQI 
 

 Before the old, programmed thoughts of anti-Semitism crowd out your rational  thoughts, read what Aaron 

Zelman, A Jew who founded JPFO thinks about this. I would like to point out that I have had Jews from Israel and 

the US on my shows and in my magazine. I have mingled with Militias, Biker Clubs, written a book showing the 

precepts of Christian Identity, demonized as the Militias by the Jewish controlled media. Look what happened to 

Rick Sanchez for simply point out this fact. And here is what I published about the real RACISTS coached by the 

ADL and SPLC to infiltrate these groups and the TEA PARTIES to make all us honest white folks look like them 

simply because WE are white also!  Just like Russia and the Ukraine where a REAL Holocaust occurred and 60 

million White Christians were murdered or imprisoned. Read this account by a Jew named Dr. Henry Makow. 

http://www.henrymakow.com/ussr_-_a_social_catastrophe_bu.html 

Before you say it can’t happen here, this is exactly what I have been documenting for twenty years. 

 

http://freeamerican.com/
http://freeamerican.com/Protocols.doc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYBsDwjezQI
http://www.henrymakow.com/ussr_-_a_social_catastrophe_bu.html


The link between tea party leaders and racism 

http://www.teapartytracker.org/blog_entry/exposing-the-link-between-tea-party-leaders-and-racism Tea 

Party Nationalism is a new report by Devin Burghart, Leonard Zeskind and the Institute for Research & 

Education on Human Rights, that exposes the connection between numerous tea party leaders and racism. 
Download the Report At TeaPartyTracker.com, you’ve seen the examples of racism at tea party events and 

rallies. Tea Party Nationalism digs even deeper into the histories of tea party leaders around the country, and 

the results are shocking. 

JPFO ALERT: THE NAACP IS RUN BY HYPOCRITES, LIARS, AND  MORONS 

 by Aaron Zelman, Founder and Director of Jews for the 

 Preservation 

 of Firearms Ownership. 

 Copyright 2010 JPFO 

(This is my personal opinion and does not necessarily  represent  every member of JPFO. I personally will not bow 

to, or take the poison of, political correctness. 

  The leadership of the National Association for the  Advancement of  Colored People (NAACP) has 

recently claimed that the Tea  Party  harbors racist factions.  

 http://www.kansascity.com/2010/10/19/2332666/naacp-releases-report-accusing.html 

 (archived article on JPFO -  http://jpfo.org/articles-assd02/naacp-on-tea-party.htm 

 

  It's called playing "the race card" and the "anti-Semite card", and  you can bet it will surface more and 

more as elections grow closer. JPFO cannot endorse any political candidate or political  party, but when a group like 

the NAACP (or any other entrenched special interest) uses its  media access, or political correctness grandstanding 

to endanger the FOUNDATIONAL American civil right,  the G-d given right to self defense, JPFO can and will step 

 up.  

  The NAACP is filled with liars.   The leadership of the NAACP continues to display a disgusting and 

dangerous level of blatant hypocrisy and deceit.  The  NAACP claims  it stands for equality, but has, for decades, 

been at the forefront of policy and legislation that continues to make African Americans, as well as all other 

Americans, second class citizens.  The NAACP also brims with hypocrites.  

  JPFO challenges any and all black leaders to have the intellectual and moral honesty to view our film "No 

Guns for Negroes"  (see it free online at www.jpfo.org). JPFO challenges all black Americans to make themselves 

aware of the truly dangerous racists in your midst: anybody who wants to keep you disarmed and  keep you on the 

 government welfare plantation. Many of your brothers and  sisters have been duped. Some are even back stabbers 

who are selling you out for personal gain and prestige. 

  Disarmed citizens are effectively slaves.  Only armed citizens have the means to protect and preserve their 

freedom and safety. Only a moron could fail to see the connections between "gun control" and servitude. The  

NAACP must also be swarming with morons. 

  Now is the time for the honest and courageous black leaders of  America to stand tall and confront the 

insidious liberal doublespeak. Where are the courageous and honest black leaders who  understand where the far 

more serious dangers lie? It's time for the NAACP to be cleaned out and become a legitimate "civil rights" 

organization ... or close its doors. Kick out the Uncle Tom puppets of the liberal victim disarmament pushers. Wake 

up to  reality.  Your very lives may depend upon it.  The continued trampling of the Bill of Rights by the Obama 

administration and the NAACP, especially the right of self defense,  has set back race relations in America by 

decades.   I ask all who read this personal opinion piece to pass it along to eighty million gun owners. 

  Have you watched "No Guns For Jews" yet? -   http://jpfo.org/filegen-n-z2/ngj-download-view.php - 

 Pay close  attention to the strategy we have created for you to use to put our enemies on the defensive and 

in doing so, abolish "gun control".  

http://www.teapartynationalism.com/pdf/TeaPartyNationalism.pdf
http://www.teapartynationalism.com/pdf/TeaPartyNationalism.pdf
http://www.teapartytracker.com/
http://www.kansascity.com/2010/10/19/2332666/naacp-releases-report-accusing.html
http://jpfo.org/articles-assd02/naacp-on-tea-party.htm
http://www.jpfo.org/
http://jpfo.org/filegen-n-z2/ngj-download-view.php


This is the organization behind the attacks on the TEA PARTIES 

http://teapartynationalism.com./index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=87&Itemid=287 

 The Institute for Research & Education on Human Rights is responsible for the content and 

analysis of this report. Additional materials, including updates and exclusive web content can be 

found at teapartynationalism.com. 

Institute for Research & Education on Human Rights 

P.O. Box 411552 Kansas City, MO 64141 

voice: (816) 474-4748 email: web@irehr.org 

website: www.irehr.org 

The combined experience of the Institute for Research & Education on Human Rights’ board members 

represents nearly a century of direct experience countering racism, anti-Semitism, white supremacy and 

white nationalist movements. We have organized to protect Native Indian sovereignty rights in the 

Northwest, fought Klan groups in the Southeast, and helped build a family farmer's movement that opposed 

anti-Semitism and the Posse Comitatus in the Midwest.  We organized a broad-based opposition to the 

militia. We initiated peer-based responses to the white power music scene and were the first to point out the 

white nationalist origins of the anti-immigrant movement. 

 

Profiles of Troubling Tea Partiers 

Roan Garcia-Quintana - Roan Garcia-Quintana of Mauldin, South Carolina is involved in several local Tea Parties 

and served as “advisor and media spokesman” for the 2010 Tax Day Tea Party rally in Greenville, South Carolina. 

Garcia-Quintana recently joined the National Board of Directors of the Council of Conservative Citizens (CofCC), 

the largest white nationalist group in the country and direct descendant of the white Citizens Councils that fought to 

defend Jim Crow segregation.  

Clayton R. Douglas - Sixty four year old Tea Partier Clay Douglas lives in Tucson, Arizona. The biker and one-

time mayor of the tiny hamlet of Bingham, New Mexico is a member of the ResistNet Tea Party faction. Douglas 

uses his ResistNet website profile to advertise his Free American website and radio program -- which has run racist 

stories like, "Are the Jews Behind the Destruction of America?" At a conference of another anti-Semitic group, 

Douglas once blamed Jews for the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. 

Larry Pratt - Larry Pratt of Virginia is a member of two different national Tea Party networks: Tea Party Nation 

and 1776 Tea Party. He has been promoting the gun and militia movement for years, and in 1992 spoke at a 

Colorado meeting of Aryan Nations leaders, former Ku Klux Klansmen, and adherents of so-called "Christian 

Identity" -- a doctrine in which Jews are considered Satanic and persons of color are referred to as "mud people."  

 

 This letter is going out to all on my e-mail lists (I do not have many names) and I will put it up on my 

newly updated website. I will try to mail it to all of my former subscribers.  Some of you reading this have heard 

parts of my story before, but many new listeners on YouTube, Blogtalk and Talkshoe may not be aware of who I am 

or my current state of mind. I think you need to know that to understand the changes I am about to make and to 

allow you to make intelligent choices about who you listen too . . .and who you support, in an increasingly complex 

and rapidly deteriorating National situation. 

 

 

 

http://teapartynationalism.com./index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=87&Itemid=287
http://www.irehr.org/
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A CLOSER LOOK AT CLAY DOUGLAS 

First and foremost he is a writer.  He wrote his first novel and some of short stories 40 years ago.  He 

published an underground newspaper in the sixties.  

He is a businessman. He has run companies from Seattle to Miami, New York to LA.  As the owner of a 

successful chemical business in Miami, he divided his time between fishing off the Gulf Stream on his custom 

Hatteras Sport fisherman, the “Sea Deuced”. He used this time to write a new series of adventure novels titled, 

“Trevor Cameron, Terrorist Hunter”. Like Louis L'Amour, if he writes about a little bar in Bimini or a mountain top 

in Colorado, he has been there. 

He has  ridden motorcycles his whole life. He started writing about them and the men that rode and built 

them.  His articles sold to Chic, Easyriders, V-Twin, and Motorcycle Industry on a regular basis twenty year ago. 

Then he published two of his own, Riders Xchange in Miami and Thunder Riders Magazine in Arizona. New Times 

referred to Thunder Riders as the “Premier motorcyclist magazine in Phoenix.” 

The crown jewel in his publishing career however, was the Free American, a name that has became 

synonymous with Clay Douglas and now refers to his website and on-going radio show, available, for the moment, 

on the http://freeamerican.com website. 

Successful media companies are those who have stumbled upon characters and personalities who have built 

those companies through their acting, singing and writing or just through the force of their personalities. The powers 

behind the studios and broadcasting companies are constantly hoping to find the right personalities to market. 

Clay Douglas is that kind of personality. A veteran broadcaster has said, “Clay Douglas is one of the best 

interviewers I have ever had on my stations!” 

Tall, well built, handsome, with an IQ well into the genius level, Clay is a natural leader, personable with a 

quick wit and a sharp mind. He is able to captivate a large audience on stage at his lectures, and on the radio, where 

people around the world rose early to hear his take on the news. His videos will glue a couple to their couch for an 

evening.  

Clay’s first fiction series is patterned after the immensely popular, John D. MacDonald Travis McGee 

novels. MacDonald’s attorneys commented, “You write just like John D. MacDonald!” 

Clayton plans to continue his writing career, find a publisher for his series of novels and restart the Free 

American Magazine on line. He is also working a new, very Controversial Fiction Series and will span 10,000 years 

of history from a very different view. Working Title, “The Lucifer Legacy” 

He maintains his websites but after being independent for so many years and wanting to spend more time 

writing he is looking for organizations, companies or individuals that can use his vast range of talents, experience 

and benefit from  years of  experience to work with him to save this great country. 

 More importantly, will you help him re-launch the Free American Online and help him promote his radio 

show and Liberty Villages?         END 

THE FREE AMERICAN RETURNS AS AN BI-MONTHLY E-MAG.  

$30 SUB FOR 3 MONTHS OR 6 ISSUES. THE SUBSCRIPTION ENTITLES YOU 

TO ENGAGE CLAY IN PROJECTS IN YOUR AREA, E-MAIL QUESTIONS TO HIM 

ABOUT PRODUCTS, DEVICES, FOOD OR STRUCTURES TO HELP YOU START 

AND MAINTAIN LIBERTY VILLAGES OR COOPS.  ONLY SUBSCRIBERS WILL 

HAVE ACCESS TO THE FULL WEBSITE, ALL ARCHIVED SHOWS AND 

SPECIALS WITHIN THE NEW FREEAMERICAN E-MAG! 

$10 a month for two 12 page issues every month. 3 month minimum. 

Most of Clay's books are available as PDFs instantly for $20.00.  

Hard copies take a week. 

ORDER BOOKS BY CALLING 505-908-9498 OR CLAY'S E-MAIL AND 

SEND MONEY TO CLAY VIA PAYPAL to clay@freeamerican.com 

All payments for books, films or Subscriptions should be made by Paypal with an 

accompanying e-mail request for subs or products. 

http://freeamerican.com/
mailto:%20clay@freeamerican.com?subject=I%20would%20like%20to%20subscribe
mailto:clay@freeamerican.com?subject=I%20want%20to%20subscribe
http://paypal.com/
mailto:clay@freeamerican.com

